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Abstract

The Millennium Development Goals stimulated the belief in an AIDS-free generation and an end to the pandemic. Our study explored public sentiment on HIV/AIDS. Tweets were collected during a live three-hour, Twitter chat by ABC News’ chief health editor; on World AIDS Days 2013. Content mining was conducted. Tweet topics were identified using n-gram based natural language analytic process. Aggregated Tweets were summarized. Hot topics discussed were visualized. Participant locations were also geo-mapped. Prevention, treatment, resources, vaccine, stigma and an AIDS free generation were identified as the most frequently tweeted topics. Our study systematically summarized and visualized HIV/AIDS-related tweets. Results indicate how twitter can serve as a valuable resource for communication and insight into perspectives. In the post-2015 agenda, understanding public sentiment is vital. Perceptions can motivate stakeholders to meet the needs of those infected and affected by HIV/AIDS.
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Introduction

The Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) outlined a comprehensive vision and framework for the United Nations development activities [1]. The MDGs served as a guide for priority-setting, stakeholder mobilization and for the allocation of resources [1]. In the fight to combat HIV/AIDS, MDG 6 sought to ensure universal access to treatment by 2010 and to halt and begin the reversal of the spread by 2015 [2].

HIV/AIDS efforts were fueled by political commitments, investments and aspiring targeted goals [1]. In spite of the tremendous strides made, there is still a ways to go for these goals to be realized. By the end of 2013, 26 countries reported reducing new infections by 50 percent from the 2001 infection rate. However, 90 percent of new infections remained in 21 priority countries located in sub-Saharan Africa [3]. In the same year, only 24 percent of HIV infected children and 36 percent of infected adults were actually on treatment. The end of 2013 left 2 years to achieve the original goals [3]. A great sense of optimism existed for effort, but accelerating progress by 2015 was of concern, as a refined approach was needed. Substantial barriers remain for achieving the goals for HIV prevention, treatment and care [2]. However, success is also determined by public belief and sentiment on progress to date. Public opinion present means for HIV/AIDS stakeholders to provide effective services to the public.

Twitter, a microblogging social media platform allows for fast exchange of thoughts and ideas, allowing users to post messages of 140 characters called tweets and to follow other uses to receive additional tweets [4, 5]. Social media platforms like Twitter, allow for the assessment of user-generated content to explore insights and to inform and assess a variety of outcomes [4, 6-8]. Tweets have been used successfully to track diseases, life events, natural
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disasters and for the assessment of public perception on health issues \cite{4, 5, 9, 10}, including the achievement of the MDGs. In addition to sending and receiving tweets, Twitter also holds chats that are thematic multilogues. Live chats hosted on Twitter allow web users to connect and discuss topics of interest or concern. Twitter chats, generally hosted by expert panelists, bond and connect individuals in discussions that take place in real time, on a particular subject matter. A predetermined hashtag is used to allow participants to identify relevant tweets. This also allows participants to search and follow the predetermined hashtag, allowing tweets to have wider visibility and for participants to engage with other chat members. Chats allow global conversation in addition to asking questions and learning about the chat topic. On December 1, 2013, ABC News conducted a Twitter Chat on Advances in HIV/AIDS. The objective of the current study was to discover and efficiently summarize the contents of HIV/AIDS Tweets from the ABC News Twitter Chat. Our analysis provides a greater understanding of public perceptions on efforts to combat HIV/AIDS. Participant Tweets can be used to inform and modify initiatives for ongoing priority setting to combat HIV/AIDS.

Materials and Methods

Tweets were collected from a three hour, live HIV/AIDS Twitter chat, by ABC News’ chief health editor on Dec 3, 2013. A total of 399 unique Tweets, delivered to 7,221,990 Twitter users, were extracted with geocodes via NCapture software.

Data Analysis

Response frequencies were aggregated using n-gram based natural language processing \cite{11, 12} and represented as an n-gram. Stop words, which are meaningless words/phrases (e.g., @abcdrbchat) were removed from analysis. Topics were visualized in a bubble chart. An inductive thematic analysis was conducted to assess tweet content. The 399 unique tweets were aggregated and analyzed to determine public sentiment regarding the fight to eradicate HIV/AIDS. Category codes were applied to the elected tweets and refined to produce 80 categories. Coding categories were examined, cross-referenced with the data and themes identified to comprise the four overarching coding categories of Overall Perceptions, and informed by the three principal domains of HIV Prevention, Treatment and Care. Under each overarching coding categories, ordered themes were identified.

Results

Hot topics discussed during the HIV/AIDS Twitter live chat were visualized in a bubble chart with size representing response frequency. Participant locations were also geo-mapped (Figure 1). Prevention, treatment, resources, vaccine, stigma and an AIDS free generation were identified as the most frequently tweeted topics.

Thematic Analysis

The Overall Perceptions first order theme, encompasses general perceptions of the MDG’s HIV-related achievements. Three second order themes emerged: 1) Strong Agents for Prevention, Treatment and Care; 2) A Call-To-Action and an Assessment of HIV/AIDS Efforts. The second order theme that most represented what Twitter users believe is needed to achieve the MDG goal 6, two years prior to the 2015 deadline was strong agents for prevention, treatment and care. These included the importance of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention and the field of Nursing. The next most representative second order theme was a call to action, Twitter users tweeted action words in support of efforts that included: Today, Now, Fight, Work, War and an AIDS Free Generation. The least most representative second order theme was an assessment of efforts. Words tweeted included: winning, progress and long, (Table 1).

The Prevention first order theme formed the two second order themes of: 1) HIV/AIDS Infection Reduction and 2) Prevention Essentials. HIV/AIDS risk reduction most represented the way Twitter users perceived prevention efforts. Words tweeted included risk reduction and stigma reduction. Prevention essentials were the next most representative perceptions of HIV/AIDS prevention. Tweets encompassed the need for vaccines, condoms, Pre-Exposure Prophylaxis (PrEP) as well as an increased need for programs and enhanced knowledge to support prevention efforts (Table 1).

The Treatment first order theme, formed the second order
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**Figure 1. Hot Topics Discussed During the ABC News AIDS Twitter Live Chat and Location.**
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themes of: 1) Effective Treatment Needs and 2) Effective Treatment Scale-Up. Expression of effective treatment needs were the most represented by Twitter users, these included the need for additional resource, research, a cure and treatment options. Ideas for Effective treatment scale-up followed with tweets that included increase in testing and diagnoses, knowing HIV status, education and information (Table 1).

For the Care first order theme, the two second order themes of: 1) Characteristics of Care and 2) Types of Needed Care emerged. Characteristics of care were most represented by Twitter users. Words regarding care characteristics tweeted included an increase in required care, effective care and supportive care. The next most representative perceptions of care encompassed care types. These included medical care and access to healthcare for everyone living with HIV/AIDS (Table 1).

Discussion

A corpus of 399 unique tweets, disseminated to over 7 million Twitter users, were analyzed using a mixed methods approach to understand how people are discussing progress in winning the fight against HIV/AIDS on World AIDS Day 2013 [1, 4, 13]. Tweet content mining and analysis can reveal public option on progress to end the AIDS epidemic and for the refinement of targeted goals and outcomes [4]. Themes provided insight into public perceptions.

Our content analysis showed the frequent tweets centered on the need for infection reduction, indicating the direct challenges in preventing the spread of the HIV virus and difficulties associated with achieving an AIDS Free Generation [1]. However, clinicians and major policy stakeholders, continue to ignore women outside their medical and overall health. Additionally, topping the list for prevention efforts included new (PrEP) and traditional (education, condoms) forms of contraception to contain the epidemic. Unfortunately, in high priority countries, lack of trained healthcare staff, weak linkages to care and poor decentralization of HIV/AIDS-related services remain ongoing barriers [1]. Furthermore, greater attention must be given to family-centered care to address the complications of HIV infection and treatment outcomes. This will ensure medication adherence support and optimal immunological health [1]. The increase in affordable and feasible point-of-care technologies to ensure supplies for prevention, timely diagnosis, treatment initiation and effective care, is tremendous [1]. Unfortunately, A Call-To-Action bottomed the frequency list of Tweets. This may be a concerning indicator that people are not as convinced in achieving the targeted goals.

Limitations

The majority of ABC live Twitter chat participants were from first world countries (Figure 1) and not representative of the broader population, particularly populations of people infected or directly affected by the HIV/AIDS pandemic. However, our analysis provides an important snapshot of public opinion as we seek to win the fight against HIV/AIDS. We are now in the time of the Sustainable Development Goals; the results of our analysis can provide public health professionals an understanding of the ongoing needs and provide a valuable foundation for gaining insight into perceptions of effectiveness, as we shift our focus to sustainability.

The Joint United Nations Programme on HIV/AIDS (UNAIDS) continues its aspirations of zero new HIV infections, zero discrimination and zero AIDS-related deaths. The 2020 target was labeled as ‘90-90-90’: with 90 percent of HIV-infected knowing their status, 90 percent diagnosed in treatment and 90 percent of treated individuals with undetectable viral load [1, 2]. The 2030 objective is the eradication of the HIV/AIDS entirely [1]. Our research contributes to the growing body of literature regarding public sentiment in efforts to combat HIV/AIDS. Although MGD 6 is unfinished, the progress to the new 2030 goal should stimulate the global community to benefit from its achievements and strive for HIV/AIDS elimination [2]. In the post 2015 landscape, the ongoing assessment of public sentiment is critical to fine tune prevention, treatment and care efforts. Furthermore,
public sentiment can be a tool to shed light on aspects of our development initiatives in desperate need of change.

Conclusions

Tweet content analysis provides a cost-effective, valuable tool that efficiently and rapidly captures public perceptions regarding public health [13]. Our study methodically summarized and visualized HIV/AIDS Twitter content. Results indicate how Twitter can serve as a valuable resource for communication and insight into perspectives.

Furthermore, our study demonstrates the use of social media tools to successfully engage the public, partners and stakeholders to refine our priority setting to foster relationship building, networking and knowledge sharing. The reach of social media effectively allows for the engagement of individuals and cross-disciplinary collaborators to further our progress and win the war on HIV/AIDS [4, 5].
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